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We demonstrate simultaneous lasing at two well-separated wavelengths in self-assembled InAs quantum-dot lasers, via ground-state (GS) and excited-state (ES) transitions. This effect is reproducible and strongly depends on the cavity length. By a master-equation model, we attribute it to incomplete clamping of the ES population at the GS threshold. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1563742]

Self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) represent a distributed ensemble of zero-dimensional structures with a near-singular density of states. Implemented as the active medium in a diode laser, their unique properties lead to improved characteristics compared to bulk or quantum-well (QW) devices.1 In the recent past, ultralow threshold current densities,2 combined with decreased temperature sensitivity,3,4 high modulation bandwidth,4 and low chirp,5 were reported—as predicted many years ago. The differential efficiency of these devices is, to date, lower than expected.

In this letter, we show that carrier population does not completely clamp at threshold, as evidenced by the appearance of a second lasing line at high bias, corresponding to the excited-state (ES) transition. This behavior is related to the finite intraband relaxation time (the so-called “phonon-bottleneck”6,7) combined with a limited density of states, and has important consequences for the ground-state (GS) lasing efficiency. First, we present experimental evidence of the dual-wavelength operation for lasers with two different cavity lengths under various conditions. We then employ a theoretical model to explain and to analyze these results.

The lasers used in our experiments were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy.8,9 The active region is formed by three layers of self-assembled InAs QDs, which are covered by a 5-nm In0.15Ga0.85As QW and separated from each other by a 40-nm GaAs spacer layer. The areal dot density of our lens-shaped QDs is $3 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$. The laser cavity is clad by 1.5 nm-Al$_{0.5}$Ga$_{0.5}$As, which is n-doped on the substrate side and p-doped on the top side. Our devices are ridge-waveguide lasers with 8- and 15-$\mu$m widths. Both facets are as cleaved.

Typical room-temperature emission spectra in pulsed mode (1-$\mu$s pulses, 10% duty cycle) at various cavity lengths are shown in Fig. 1. In a short stripe of length $l = 400$ $\mu$m, lasing is inhibited, and the spontaneous emission spectrum at high current densities can be measured (Fig. 1, bottom lines). Energy-state filling is evident with increasing injection current. GS and ES emissions are peaked at 1288 and 1194 nm, respectively. Both peaks in the electroluminescence (EL) lines are relatively narrow (50–70 nm) and are well resolved. The saturated intensity of the ES line is about twice the GS intensity, corresponding to the double degeneracy of the ES. At a cavity length of 1000 $\mu$m (Fig. 1, middle lines), lasing occurs via the ES transition, with a threshold current density of $J = 710$ A/cm$^2$. The single lasing line at threshold is located at 1195 nm. Increasing the cavity length to 2000 $\mu$m (Fig. 1, upper lines) leads to lasing via the GS transition with

![FIG. 1. Room-temperature emission spectra at various cavity lengths $l$. The lines on the bottom show spontaneous emission spectra for $l = 0.4$ mm at current densities of (a) 220 A/cm$^2$, (b) 390 A/cm$^2$, and (c) 710 A/cm$^2$. The upper lines are EL spectra (a) slightly below and (b) slightly above threshold for $l = 1.0$ mm and $l = 2.0$ mm. The inset depicts the dependence of the lasing wavelength at threshold on the cavity length.](image)
a lasing line at 1284 nm at threshold ($J = 210$ A/cm$^2$). The dependence of the lasing wavelength at threshold on the cavity length is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. For devices shorter than 1500 $\mu$m, the gain of the GS transition is too small to compensate for the total loss, and lasing proceeds via the ES transition with a steplike switch of the lasing wavelength, as already reported.\textsuperscript{10,11} At the critical cavity length of 1500 $\mu$m, we observed that lasing just above threshold ($J = 580$ A/cm$^2$) occurs at both state transitions, with lasing modes located at 1275 and 1195 nm.

We investigated the spectral behavior of lasers with cavity length ranging from 1500 to 2000 $\mu$m. In all samples, we observe the appearance of a second lasing line at the ES energy at currents well above threshold. To show that double-state lasing indeed occurs simultaneously and to rule out the possibility of wavelength switching from the GS to the ES transition during the pulse, we present EL spectra at various cw injection currents at 150 K for the $l=1500$- and 2000-$\mu$m-long device (Fig. 2). At a current density of $J = 160$ A/cm$^2$ threshold for the GS transition is reached, peaked at 1212 nm. Due to the higher gain at low temperature, GS lasing occurs first, but as the current injection is further increased up to $J = 360$ A/cm$^2$, ES lasing proceeds nevertheless at a wavelength of 1150 nm. Obviously, gain clamping does not occur for the ES once the GS has reached threshold. Moreover, the lasing modes at threshold of both state transitions appear at the peak positions of the inhomogeneously broadened spontaneous emission curves. This suggests two-state lasing of the same dot family within the QD ensemble, corresponding to a dot geometry with the highest density.

In order to gather further insight into the lasing mechanism, we measured the spectrally resolved light–current characteristic for different lengths. Figure 3 shows the integrated GS peak, the integrated ES peak, and the total area of EL spectra of 1650- and 2000-$\mu$m-long devices versus the current density at room temperature. The calculated results of the photon number in the cavity versus injection current (in units of number of carriers injected per lifetime per dot) from a 1650- and 2000-$\mu$m-long device are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. In both cases, once the threshold of ES lasing is reached, the slope of the GS line becomes drastically reduced and the ES line increases linearly. A similar behavior is observed in the experimental results in Fig. 3, with a stronger suppression of the GS line and an increasing slope of the ES line.

An intuitive picture of the double-state lasing process is provided by Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which depict the respective average populations of GS and ES. Above the GS lasing threshold, the GS population is pinned to its value: every carrier added to the GS is quickly recombined via stimulated emission of a photon with the GS transition energy. The increasing stimulated emission rate from the GS requires an $=240$ A/cm$^2$), whereas the ES threshold current density is much larger ($J = 3190$ A/cm$^2$). We note that the slope of the total light–current curve does not change at the ES threshold, showing that the GS and ES transitions compete for the same carriers.

Experimental evidence for two separate lasing peaks in the EL spectrum was also found by other authors,\textsuperscript{12,13} although in those reports it was unclear whether the two lines were related to two different states, due to a large spectral overlap of their inhomogeneous broadening. On the other hand, the possibility of two-state lasing in theory was already mentioned by Grundmann et al.\textsuperscript{14} in the framework of the master-equation model of QD microstates.\textsuperscript{14,15} In the following we apply a similar approach: In each QD we assume a twofold degenerate GS level and a fourfold degenerate ES level. The QDs are filled with excitons from the barrier into the ES within 10 ps, consistent with our measurements.\textsuperscript{16} Hole relaxation from the ES to the GS is assumed to be infinitely fast, while the electron relaxation time $\tau_0$ was used as the only fitting parameter, yielding $\tau_0 = 7$ ps as a best fit. A thermal escape time from the GS to the ES and from the ES to the barrier has been included, by assuming the system reaches thermal equilibrium in the absence of external excitation. The radiative lifetime $\tau_r$ for electrons in the GS was measured\textsuperscript{17} to be around 1 ns and is set to be identical for electrons in both levels. The internal losses were experimentally determined to be 2 cm$^{-1}$, and the Einstein $B$-factor was chosen so to provide a minimum device length of 1500 $\mu$m for GS lasing, consistent with the experiment.
increasing relaxation rate from the ES to the GS, which implies a larger ES population because of the finite relaxation time. Consequently, the number of carriers in the ES keeps increasing, although at a lower rate. The situation changes when ES lasing threshold is reached and its population clamps, as well: now, the injected carriers entertain two lasing modes. In this scenario, the stimulated emission from the ES competes with the relaxation to the GS, which highly favors ES lasing. The ratio of ES and GS threshold currents depends strongly on the cavity length (hence on the threshold gain), as shown in Fig. 5. The experimental results [Fig. 5, dots] are well reproduced by our model [Fig. 5, line]. This correspondence is remarkable, considering that the only fitting parameter is the relaxation time ($\tau_0 = 7$ ps).

Note that the slope of the ES population above GS threshold [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] is determined by the relaxation mechanism only. Its impact depends on the relaxation time $\tau_0$, but also on the availability of GS levels: when the GS is almost filled, the relaxation from the ES is inhibited. In shorter cavities with a higher GS population above threshold, the relaxation probability is lower and the ES population increases at a higher rate. In other words, the phonon-bottleneck effect becomes significant as the number of available states for the relaxation is reduced. In a system with a large density of available states at the lower energy level, such as a QW, lasing on the ES would not be achieved in practice.

In summary, we demonstrated simultaneous two-state lasing in QD lasers and quantitatively understood this behavior within a master-equation model. We identified the finite relaxation time in QDs as the origin of that effect, which becomes a crucial parameter at a high population of the GS level. These results imply that, in order to avoid saturation of GS lasing power, QD lasers should be operated at threshold gain values much lower than the saturated GS gain.
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